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Spider® Introduces NEW, Expanded Line of Netting Solutions
To exceed customer requirements for fall protection, debris containment and work surface access
Seattle, WA, May 21, 2018 – Spider has expanded its range of customizable, code-compliant netting solutions, including personnel
safety nets, debris containment systems and work access nets, to maximize safety for work at height. “The launch of our new,
expanded netting options epitomizes our commitment to meeting our customers’ needs,” said Clint Ramberg, director of Spider’s
Systems Group. “We pride ourselves on product innovation based on ‘Voice of the Customer’ demand.”
Expanding its product offering to include a full line of netting solutions allows Spider to meet growing customer requirements for
increased safety on jobsites, and provides a “one-stop shop” for a full range of access and safety solutions. “With more netting
solutions in our product line-up, there is no longer need for customers to source nets elsewhere,” added Ramberg. “Spider is
equipped to deliver a variety of access and safety solutions – and ultimately the best value and optimal safety for each and every
jobsite.”
Spider has three unique safety netting systems to provide critical protection for workers and the surrounding environment:
Spider Sentry™ Perimeter Netting provides perimeter fall protection for workers as well as debris
containment for the environment below. Customizable panel configurations and various hardware
mounting options ensure the Spider Sentry™ system can be engineered for virtually any structure or
application.

Spider ContaiNet™ wraps around the debris source to prevent materials from becoming hazardous falling
objects. Or when installed within 4 feet below a walking or working surface, ContaiNet™ also provides
OSHA compliant fall prevention. Customizable with various strength ratings, liners and colors, each
ContaiNet™ solution is fabricated to the exact job requirements for maximum safety and reliability.

Spider WorkWeb™ utilizes an engineered net and tension strap design to provide a unique and versatile
work access solution at height, especially in locations where lifts and scaffolds are difficult to deploy.
Predictable and easily navigable, the knotless construction of the WorkWeb™ netting improves the crew’s
mobility and productivity while keeping them safe and secure.

For over seven decades Spider has been putting contractors to work at elevated jobsites, including building facades, bridges,
highway overpasses, stadiums and beyond, with its market-leading powered suspended access product line of swing stages and
work baskets. For more information on Spider’s netting solutions, visit http://suspendedscaffolding.spiderstaging.com/category/spider-netting-solutions.
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About Spider®
Since 1947, Spider has led the suspended powered access industry with innovative solutions to commercial construction, elevator,
infrastructure, power generation, offshore and wind energy markets throughout the Americas. With highly specialized design
expertise, fully integrated manufacturing and engineering, ISO 9001:2015 certification, and a national network of sales, service and
24/7 technical support capabilities, Spider provides the most reliable turnkey access solutions. For more information about Spider,
visit: www.spiderstaging.com.
About BrandSafway
With a commitment to safety as its foremost value, Brand Industrial Services, known as BrandSafway, was created when Brand
Energy and Infrastructure Services and Safway Group combined in 2017. BrandSafway provides the broadest range of services,
products and solutions, with the greatest depth of expertise, to the industrial, commercial and infrastructure end markets. A
portfolio company of Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, BrandSafway has nearly $5 billion in revenue, approximately 32,000 employees and
over 350 locations in 30 countries. With its global footprint, rigorous operating processes and extensive service offerings —
scaffolding and other work access solutions, insulation, coatings, specialty services, and forming and shoring — BrandSafway
supports customers’ maintenance, turnaround and refurbishment needs as well as new construction, capital-driven upgrades and
expansion plans. Today’s BrandSafway — large enough to leverage economies of scale to increase safety and productivity, while also
nimble and responsive — delivers unmatched service with local labor and management. For more information, visit:
www.brandsafway.com.
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